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Quality guarantee 

1.Warranty conditions 

Free service is limited to the warranty period under normal use and maintenance of the 

user's manual is valid, all due to malfunction or damage not covered under warranty. 

Users please take care of purchase invoices, user manual, so you can receive timely 

and satisfactory after-sales service. 

 
 
2.Warranty coverage 

Within One year from the date of purchase, if any resulting from the manufacturing 

process or component damage occurred, the free warranty service will be provided. 

The free repair service provided during the warranty period includes free repair, free 

replacement and replacement of faulty spare parts, and products that cannot be repaired 

are replaced by the same model (if the model has been discontinued, the model is similar). 

The free service does not include shipping costs for the product due to repairs. 

 
3.Non-warranty coverage 

The following factors is not within the scope of free warranty, customer service 

should pay the costs. 

1) Appearance of the product (Please confirm it at the time of purchase). 

2) Improper use, maintenance, or storage (according to the user manual on the proper 

use, maintenance and storage). 

3) Access improper power supply. 

4) (Such as insects, etc) into the machine and circuit board components caused by the 

short circuit caused by damage. 

5) Losses due to accidents. 

6) Use of inappropriate parts (the company spare parts do not apply). 

7) Non-authorization of the company's negligent handling, modification, or repair 

(please do not attempt to disassemble to repair). 

8) Application failures or damage caused by use outside. 

9) Damage due to force majeure. 

10) Consumable spare parts (such as silicone hose, tubing, etc). 

11) The warranty expired



Notice 

We have considered the safety of the user in the process of design of the 

instrument. Please read the manual carefully for installing and use of the 

instrument. Any improper operation may cause damage or danger. 

 

1.Safety 

   The product belongs to Active Products. The Operator should follow the 

regulation rules to avoid danger. 

 If you find any visible damage, please do not switch on. 

 Be sure not to use in humid environment, avoid damage by short circuit. 

 Temperature changes or mechanical wear may cause the increases in the 

dispensed volume. 

 

2.Defect and anomalous situation 

You must stop any operation immediately if the equipment is damaged. The 

equipment may be damaged when the following situation occurs: 

 There is visual damage. 

 The product suddenly does not work. 

 The product is located in an inappropriate position. 
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Product Information 

1.1 About 

UIP series peristaltic pump is using stepping motor control, commonly used in low 

traffic and high precision setting, configure the touch screen 480 x 272, powerful, 

easy to operate. Product appearance as shown in Figure 1-1. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Exterior look 
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Figure 1-2 Port look 

Each interface definition: 

1. Fan: A machine fan used to remove heat from the machine during operation; 

2. Liquid level sensor interface: used to connect the liquid level sensor expansion 

component, so that the instrument has the function of liquid level detection; 

3. Temperature sensor interface: used to plug the temperature sensor expansion component, 

so that the instrument has the function of temperature detection; 

4: CAN communication interface: connect RJ45 connector CAN communication line, can 

remotely control the machine through CAN; 

5.RS485 communication interface: connect RJ45 connector RS485 communication line, 

remotely control the machine through RS485; 

6. Wi-Fi antenna: 2.4G Wi-Fi antenna, which can be controlled by mobile app; 

7. Integrated switch: switch and power line interface; 

8, 9. Expansion interface: used to connect with expansion devices, such as foot switch, PC, 

PLC and other equipment, two ports can be inserted at will. However, to ensure availability, please 

use utrao's standard harness. 

! ! Note that the use of non-utrao standard harnesses may result in damage to the 

instrument and the damage is not covered by the warranty. 
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1.2 Case-opening 

 Open the package before packing, check if the packaging is damaged in the 

shipping process. 

 After you open the package, refer to the packing list in the Appendix, and 

verify that all components without fail, check for visible damage. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2．Running operation 

After the boot, the four title bars of the main interface are introduced: 

 

Figure 2-1 Boot interface 

1. Continuous mode: applied to the scene where the pump continues to run for a long time. 

After the start, the pump will run all the time, click the pump again to stop the operation; the 

flow rate can be adjusted during the pump operation; 

2. Distribution mode: suitable for filling occasions, the pump runs a certain amount, then 

automatically stops, the user can manually trigger the start, or set the number of cycles to let the 

pump run cyclically; 

3. System settings: set the system to include the tube type settings, Wi-Fi settings, language 

settings, time settings, system information, system self-test, factory reset, screen calibration and 
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other functions; 

4. Control mode: including remote control functions such as Wi-Fi, RS485, CAN; 

 

2.1 Continuous mode 

After booting up, select “Continuous Mode” in the navigation bar to enter the continuous 

mode control interface; in continuous mode, after clicking Start, the pump will run continuously 

until the stop button is clicked; 

 

Figure 2-2-1 Continuous mode interface 

a, Continuous mode: continuous mode title; 

b. Tube type: continuous mode tube type setting, tube type record has corresponding flow rate 

information, the same speed will use different tube type flow rate will be different; 

c. Speed: the current set speed of the continuous mode, the speed cannot be directly set, and the 

speed is converted according to the current flow rate setting; 

d, Temperature: display the temperature of the external temperature sensor, when the external 

sensor is not connected, it is displayed here; 

e, Flow rate display: display the current set flow rate, can be modified by the on-screen keyboard 

or flow rate plus / minus buttons; 

f. Acceleration/deceleration button: Click this button to increase or decrease the flow rate. The 

amount of increase or decrease each time is the amount of change indicated in i; the button 

operates when the motor is running and stopped; 

g、Set button: Click to enter the continuous mode setting interface. For details, see 2.2.1 

Continuous mode setting; 

h, direction button: click to switch the direction of rotation of the pump, set when the pump stops 

running, can not operate when the pump is running; 

i, acceleration and deceleration granularity: used to modify the speed of the click 

acceleration/deceleration button change, there are several sizes of 0.1, 1, 5, 10; 
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j. Runn Volume (ml): The volume in which the continuous mode has been run. When the pump is 

running, the run volume continues to increase. When the continuous mode is restarted, the run 

volume increases from 0; 

k, Start/Stop button: continuous mode start stop button; 

l, Wi-Fi status display: Here shows the status of Wi-Fi, the specific Wi-Fi status refers to 3.2 

ration network chapter; 

 

2.2.1 Continuous mode setting 

In the continuous mode, click the "Settings" button in the lower left corner to enter the continuous 

mode setting interface: 

 

Figure 2-2-1-1 Continuous mode setting interface 

a. Tube type setting: Click to enter the tube type selection interface and select the corresponding 

tube type. Each tube type has a corresponding relationship between the speed and the flow rate. If 

not, the tube type can be performed in the system setting->tube type. calibration; 

b. Liquid level detection: Click the liquid level detection to enter the liquid level detection setting 

interface, set the liquid level detection on and off in the liquid level detection setting interface, the 

type of alarm; if the liquid level detection is on, when the pump works, if When the liquid level 

alarm is detected, the pump stops working and an alarm is given; 

c. Foot switch: Click to switch the opening and closing of the foot switch control. If the foot 

switch is turned on, the continuous mode can be controlled to start and stop by the foot switch; 
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Figure 2-2-1-2 Continuous Work Tube Setting Interface 

2.2.2 Continuous mode level detection setting 

    If the liquid level detection is on, when the pump is working, if the liquid level alarm is 

detected, the pump stops working and an alarm prompt is given; in continuous mode, click 

Set->Level Detection to enter the continuous mode level detection setting. interface: 

 

Figure 2-2-2-1 Continuous mode liquid level detection setting 

a. Detection switch: open and close the liquid level detection; 

b. Alarm type: The liquid level float has two states of floating and sinking. The state of floating 

and sinking of different liquid level floats is different. Here, choose which state the float is used as 

an alarm. 
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2.2 Ration mode 

After the power is turned on, clicking the Ration mode in the title bar will enter the ration 

mode work interface; in the ration mode, there are two working modes, namely the fully automatic 

working mode and the semi-automatic working mode; 

1. Semi-automatic working mode: Click h working volume display area to set the volume. 

After determining the quantity, click the start button to start running, the flow rate starts to count 

in the middle of the screen. When the counting value and the setting amount are equal, the pump 

stops working, click again to start. , the pump is again operated in the above manner; 

2, fully automatic working mode: set the number of cycles, set the working volume, pause 

time, click to start running, the middle of the screen shows the flow starts counting, when the 

count value and the set quantitative are equal, the pump stops running, and the middle of the 

screen begins to The pause time countdown, when the countdown is 0, the pump automatically 

restarts the work, the pump runs once and records it as a cycle. When the cycle is set a number of 

times, the pump stops running, waiting for the click to start, and starts the next cycle; 

 

 

Figure 2-2-1 Assignment mode 

 

a, Ration mode: allocation mode title; 

b. Tube type: the ration mode tube type setting, the tube type record has the corresponding flow 

rate information, and the same speed will use different tube type flow rates; 

c, Flow rate: the current flow rate setting of the ration mode; 

d, Speed: the current set speed of the ration mode, the speed can not be directly set, the speed is 

converted according to the current flow rate setting; 

e, Temperature: shows the temperature of the external temperature sensor, when the external 

sensor is not connected, it is displayed here; 

f, Working volume display: display the currently set working volume; 

g, Copy function entry: When you do not know how much volume you need to add, you can use 
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this function to copy a volume first; 

h, working volume: display the working volume, when the ration mode starts working, the value 

decreases with the work of the pump, indicating the working process; 

i. Pause time: the interval between each filling in the automatic mode of the ration mode; 

j. Cycle mode and progress display: The ration mode has two modes: full-automatic and 

semi-automatic. When working in semi-automatic mode, the number represents the number of 

times of work. When working in the fully automatic mode, the number format is the number of 

times of work. / target work times; 

k. Settings: Click to enter the ration mode setting interface. For details, see 2.2.1 Ration Mode 

Settings. 

l, Direction button: click to switch the direction of rotation of the pump, set when the pump stops 

running, can not operate when the pump is running; 

m, Pause time: Click to set the allocation mode pause time, the unit is second; 

n, The number of cycles: click the number of cycles to set the automatic mode of the ration 

mode; 

o, Start/Stop button: assign mode start stop button; in semi-automatic mode, when the set 

working volume finishes running, the ration mode stops automatically. In the fully automatic 

mode, when the cycle number runs out, the ration mode stops automatically; 

p, Wi-Fi status display: Here shows the status of Wi-Fi, the specific Wi-Fi status refers to 3.2 

ration network chapter; 

 

2.2.1 Ration mode setting 

In the ration mode, click the "Settings" button in the lower left corner to enter the ration 

mode setting interface: 

 

Figure 2-2-1-1 Assignment Mode Settings 

a. Tube type setting: Click to enter the tube type selection interface and select the corresponding 
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tube type. Each tube type has a corresponding relationship between the speed and the flow rate. If 

not, the tube type can be performed in the system setting->tube type. calibration; 

b, Flow rate setting: click to set the flow rate of the ration mode; 

c. Liquid level detection: Click the liquid level detection to enter the liquid level detection setting 

interface, set the liquid level detection on and off in the liquid level detection setting interface, the 

type of alarm; if the liquid level detection is on, when the pump works, if When the liquid level 

alarm is detected, the pump stops working and an alarm is given; 

d. Foot switch: Click to switch the opening and closing of the foot switch control. If the foot 

switch is turned on, the continuous mode can be controlled to start and stop by the foot switch; 

e, fully automatic cycle / semi-automatic cycle: click to switch automatic mode and 

semi-automatic mode; 

f, Number of clearing: Click to clear the number of times of automatic cycle and semi-automatic 

cycle; 

 

Figure 2-2-1-2 Allocation mode tube type selection 

2.2.2 Ration mode level detection setting 

    If the liquid level detection is on, when the pump is working, if the liquid level alarm is 

detected, the pump stops working and an alarm prompt is given; in the dispensing mode, click 

Settings -> Level Detection to enter the dispense mode level detection setting. interface: 
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Figure 2-2-2-1 Assignment mode level detection setting 

a, Detection switch: open and close the liquid level detection; 

b. Alarm type: The liquid level float has two states of floating and sinking. The state of floating 

and sinking of different liquid level floats is different. Here, choose which state the float is used as 

an alarm 

2.2.3 Ration mode copy volume 

The copy volume is used when the working volume that is running in the ration mode is 

unknown. The principle is to fill the container to be filled, how much time (volume) is needed, 

and then use this time to control the pump operation for filling; 

Note: Empty the air in the pump tubing before copying. 
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图 2-2-3-1 分配模式复制体积 

Figure 2-2-3-1 Assign mode copy volume 

a, Tube type: the mode of the ration mode, set in the ration mode; 

b, Flow rate: ration mode flow rate, set in the ration mode; 

c, Speed: ration mode speed, according to the ration mode flow rate setting conversion; 

d, Run volume: the real-time volume after the start of replication; 

e. Prime: Before starting to copy, you need to empty the air in the pump tube. Click the empty 

button to start the motor, empty the pump tube air, click the empty button again, and the pump 

stops running. 

f, Start/Stop: Click to start copying, click again to stop copying; 
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2.3 System settings 

 

Figure 2-3-1 System Settings 

a. Tube type setting: tube type setting is used to calibrate different pump tubes; 

b. Wi-Fi setting: Click to set the Wi-Fi connection mode, which is divided into AP mode and 

router mode. The AP mode is for the mobile phone to directly connect to the machine for control. 

The router mode mobile phone and the machine are connected to the router, and the mobile phone 

controls the machine through the router. 

c. Language setting: switch the language displayed by the machine, support Chinese and English; 

d. Time setting: click to set the real-time clock of the machine; 

e. System information: click to enter the display system information, including firmware version, 

model number, serial number; 

f. System self-test: check whether the functions of the system are normal; 

g. Restore factory settings: click to restore the factory settings, after restoring the factory settings, 

all parameters will be restored to the factory defaults; 

h. Screen calibration: Click to enter the screen calibration interface. In the screen calibration 

interface, click the cross on the screen to complete the screen calibration. 

 

2.4 Tubular calibration 

When the accuracy of the pump is found to be reduced, the pump needs to be calibrated. 

In the system setting interface, click the tube type setting -> select the tube type to be calibrated in 

the pop-up tube type -> enter the tube type calibration interface: 
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Figure 2-4-1 System Settings 

a. Tube type: the current calibrated tube model; 

b. Flow rate: the flow rate before calibration; 

c. Speed: the speed corresponding to the current flow rate; 

d. Calibration progress: starting from 0, when the calibration is completed, it is 100; 

e. Calibration time: the length of time the calibration needs to be run, and the longer the 

calibration time setting will make the calibration more accurate if the calibration container allows 

it; 

f. Calibration time: click to set the calibration time; 

g. Flow rate setting: click to set the calibration flow rate, change the flow rate will change the 

corresponding speed; 

h. Prime: Click to start priming, click again to stop emptying, when calibrating, you need to 

empty the air inside the pump tube; 

i. Start/Stop: click start, the pump starts running, the calibration progress will show the progress. 

When the calibration time countdown is completed, the pump stops running, the interface will pop 

up the input box, and the volume obtained by the pump operation needs to be input to complete 

the calibration; 

 

Calibration process and areas to be aware of: 

1. Preparation before calibration: Connect the pump tube outlet into the measuring cylinder, put 

the water inlet into the water container, and fix the pump tube outlet and water inlet to prevent 

the pump tube from sprinkling water when the pump works. Operation console 

2. Enter the calibration function: in the system settings -> tube type settings -> select the tube 

type that needs to be calibrated to enter the tube type calibration interface; 

3. Set the calibration time: set the time as long as the cylinder allows, so that the accuracy of the 

pump will be higher after calibration; 

4. Flow rate setting: set a flow rate that needs to work; 

5. Drain the pump tube: Click the empty button to let the water fill the pump tube and empty the 
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air in the pump tube. If the pump tube is drained, there is water in the cylinder, and the water in 

the cylinder should be drained to ensure that the cylinder is empty; 

6. Start calibration: Click the start button, the pump starts running, the calibration starts, there 

will be a countdown and calibration progress on the screen; 

7. Enter the volume obtained by calibration: When the progress on the screen is 100%, the 

calibration is completed, the keyboard will pop up on the screen, input the volume of water in 

the measuring cylinder in the winch, and click OK to complete the calibration; 

 

2.5 Wi-Fi remote control 

Refer to the third chapter APP operation 

2.6 485 remote control 

UIP includes 485 remote control function. For details, please refer to the UIP 485 remote control 

protocol. 

2.7 CAN remote control 

The UIP includes the CAN remote control function. For the specific operation method, please 

refer to the UIP CAN operation remote protocol. 

3．APP running operation 

3.1 Download Kamoer Pumps App 

1.Scan the QR code and download the app corresponding to the icon below. 

                 

         iOS                                                    Android 

1.Apple users enter the App Store app store, Android users enter the Google Play, search for 

"kamoer pumps", find the app download of the corresponding icon. 

Kamoer Pumps App supports Android 4.4 and above, and supports iOS 9.1 and above. 
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3.2 Ration network 

This unit includes Wi-Fi, which can be controlled by the Kamoer Pumps App via Android or iOS 

phones. 

Before using Wi-Fi, make sure the Wi-Fi antenna on your machine is properly installed and turn 

on the Wi-Fi function on your machine: 

 

Figure 3-2-1 Wi-Fi switch settings 

There are two ways to control Wi-Fi: 

Connection 

mode 

Description Advantages Disadvantages 

Direct mode 

（AP） 

Factory default mode, you can see the 

dosing pump Wi-Fi in the Wi-Fi list of 

the mobile phone (the name starts with 

KAMOER, followed by the 5-digit 

serial number, the connection password 

is a12345678), and the user directly 

connects to the Wi-Fi control 

Dosing pump Simple 

connection 

Only one 

pump can be 

controlled at a 

time 

Router 

mode (STA) 

Cannot see the dosing pump Wi-Fi in 

the mobile Wi-Fi list, the user controls 

the dosing pump by connecting the 

wireless router. 

After the 

configuration is 

successful, multiple 

pumps can be 

controlled by the 

router 

to support the 

2.4G router, 

and the 5G 

router is not 

supported. 

 

The screen title bar shows the Wi-Fi connection method and connection status: 

      Indicates the AP direct connection mode; 
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    Indicates the STA router mode; 

    Indicates the STA router mode, but the machine is not connected to the router; 

    Indicates that the machine is waiting for the ration network status in Wi-Fi. At this time, 

the user can configure the machine to connect to the router on the mobile terminal and enter the 

STA router mode. 

 

1. Direct connection mode connection pump 

Step 1: Power on and click on the title bar to enter the system settings interface; 

Step 2: Click Wi-Fi Settings to enter the connection mode selection interface; 

Step 3: Select Wi-Fi reset in the pop-up connection dialog box; 

Step 4: Select the OK button in the confirmation dialog box that pops up to reset the Wi-Fi to AP 

Direct mode; 

Step 5: After completing the Wi-Fi reset, the pump enters the AP Direct mode and the title bar 

icon changes to 

Step 6: The mobile phone searches for the Wi-Fi connection of KAMOER-UIP-XXXXX, and the 

connection password is a12345678; 

Step 7: Open the Kamoer Pumps App search device for control; 
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2. STA router connection 

Step 1: Power on and click on the title bar to enter the system settings interface; 

Step 2: Click Wi-Fi Settings to enter the connection mode selection interface; 

Step 3: Select a one-click connection in the pop-up connection mode dialog box to enter a 

one-click connection waiting interface; 

Step 4: Open the Kamoer Pumps App and follow the prompts to enter the router password input 

interface; 

Step 5: After entering the password, click the App connection. After the connection is successful, 

the firmware screen will be prompted successfully, and the title bar will prompt ； 
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3.3 App module introduction 

 

The app is divided into three functional modules, as follows: 

1. Continuous mode：continuous mode title, where you can switch the allocation mode; 

2. Assignment mode：Assign the mode title, where you can switch to continuous mode; 

3. Settings：system settings entry; 

3.4 Continuous mode 

In continuous mode, after clicking Start, the pump will run continuously until the stop button is 

clicked; 
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1. Continuous mode: Click the title bar work mode to switch the working mode. There are two 

working modes, which are continuous mode and assigned mode; 

2. Acceleration and deceleration granularity: set the acceleration and deceleration granularity 

of the flow rate, indicating the change of the flow rate when the acceleration button/deceleration 

button is clicked; 

3. Flow rate: Click the pop-up keyboard to set the flow rate directly; 

4. Acceleration/deceleration button: Click the button to accelerate or decelerate. When the 

motor is running, it can be adjusted in real time. 

5. Rotating speed: the continuous speed corresponding to the current flow rate, which changes 

with the change of the flow rate; 

6. Continuous mode running volume: cumulative increase after clicking start; 

7. Tube type: the model of the pump tube; 

8. Direction of rotation: Click to set the direction of rotation of the pump; 
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3.4.1 Continuous mode liquid level detection 

 

1. Liquid level detection: liquid level detection switch, if the liquid level detection switch is 

turned on, when the pump is running, if there is a liquid level alarm, the pump stops running; 

2. Level alarm type: The level float has two states 0 and 1, which are used to adapt different level 

sensors and different float sensors. If 0 is selected, the machine recognizes that the float status is 0. 

Alarm and stop the motor. If 1 is selected, the machine recognizes the alarm when the float state is 

1, and stops the motor. 

3.5 Ration mode 

In the ration mode, there are two working modes, namely a fully automatic working mode 

and a semi-automatic working mode; 

1. Semi-automatic working mode: the user sets a working quantity in this mode, and clicks 

the start button to work. When the working quantitative running is finished, the pump 

automatically stops working, clicks the start button again, the pump runs a certain quantity and 

stops automatically; 

2.fully automatic working mode: set a job quantitative, pause time, target work times, click 

the start button to run, the pump will follow the work to complete a certain amount, then pause for 

a period of time, then work a certain amount of such a loop work, when the cycle works After the 

number of times the target has been reached, the pump stops working. 
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1. Ration mode: Click the title bar work mode to switch the working mode. There are two 

working modes, namely continuous mode and ration mode; 

2. Operation mode and progress: The ration mode operation mode is divided into automatic and 

semi-automatic. The full-automatic mode is to set a cycle number, the pump will work for a 

certain amount, then pause, work again until the cycle number is completed; semi-auto mode is set 

One quantity, the trigger starts to run once, the pump stops after running, and the trigger starts 

again and then runs again; 

3. Edit: Click to enter the ration mode parameter setting interface; 

4. Working volume: the volume of the single mode of the ration mode, set in the editor; 

5. Pause duration: The allocation mode pause duration, when the pump works in the fully 

automatic mode, the interval between each working of the pump is set in the editing; 

6. Flow rate: The flow rate of the ration mode operation, set in the edit; 

7. Speed: the speed corresponding to the ration mode flow rate; 

8. Tube type: the type of tube running in the ration mode; 

9. Direction of rotation: Click to set the direction of rotation of the pump; 

10. Temperature: Click to view the temperature update; 

11. Level: Click to update the liquid level status; 
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3.5.1 Ration mode setting 

 

1. Set the portal: Click to enter the ration mode setting interface; 

2. Operation mode: Click to switch the automatic mode and semi-automatic mode; 

3. Working volume: set the working volume of the ration mode; 

4. Don't know the volume: Click to enter the ration mode copy function. When the ration mode 

working volume does not know how much input, use the copy function to get the required volume. 

For details, refer to the copy function introduction. 

5. Flow rate: set the ration mode flow rate; 

6. Pause duration: set the allocation mode pause duration, used in the fully automatic mode each 

work interval; 

7. Cycle number: set the number of automatic cycles of the ration mode; 

8. The number of times of operation has been cleared: the number of times of automatic and 

semi-automatic mode is cleared; 

3.5.2 Ration mode level detection 

Reference continuous mode liquid level detection 
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3.5.2 Ration mode copy function 

The copy volume is used when the working volume that is running in the ration mode is 

unknown. The principle is to fill the container to be filled, how much time (volume) is needed, 

and then use this time to control the pump operation for filling; 

Note: Prime the air in the pump tubing before copying. 

 

 

1. Copy function entry: Click to enter the ration mode copy function interface; 

2. Copy volume: When the copy function is running, the volume increases cumulatively; 

3. Priming: Before starting to copy, you need to empty the air in the pump tube. Click the prime 

button to start the motor, empty the pump tube air, click the prime button again, and the pump 

stops running. 

4. Flow rate: The ration mode flow rate is set in the ration mode setting interface; 

5. Speed: The ration mode speed is converted according to the ration mode flow rate setting; 

6. Tube type: the tube type of the ration mode, set in the ration mode; 

7. Start/Stop: Click to start copying, click again to stop copying; 
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3.6 System settings 

 

1. System setting entry: Click the setting in continuous mode or ration mode to enter the system 

setting interface; 

2. Tube type setting: Click the tube type to enter the tube type calibration interface; 

3. Restore factory settings: Click to restore factory settings; 

3.6.1 Tubular calibration 

When the accuracy of the pump is found to be reduced, the pump needs to be calibrated. 
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1. Tube type: Click to enter the tube type calibration interface; 

2.Start priming: Click to start Priming, click again to stop priming, when calibrating, you need to 

empty the air inside the pump tube; 

3. Flow rate and speed: the flow rate before calibration and the speed of the corresponding tube 

type; 

4. Long dosing: The length of time the calibration needs to be run. The longer the calibration time 

is set, the calibration will be more accurate if the calibration container allows it. 

5. Start dosing: Click to start dosing, the pump starts running, when the calibration time 

countdown is completed, the pump stops running, input the measured volume, click calibration to 

complete the calibration; 

6. Measured volume: the volume obtained when the calibration pump is finished running; 

 

 

4．MAINTENANCE 

4.1 Chemical compatibility 

The standard configuration of the pump tubing is a silicone tubing that can be used in most 

applications. If you are delivering a specific solution, please contact the factory. 

Contact the manufacturer to determine chemical compatibility and match the appropriate pump 

tubing. 
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4.2 Storage 

 When the pump is not working for a long time, the adjustment knob should be loosened to 

avoid plastic deformation of the hose for a long time. 

 The rollers of the pump head should be kept clean and dry, otherwise it will accelerate the 

wear of the hose and shorten the service life of the hose. 

5.Technical Support 

If you encounter any problems after use, please contact the manufacturer. In order to expedite the 

service, please inform your instrument model or serial number. Please specify if there is any 

special application information (such as liquid). 

 

 

Kamoer fluid tech(Shanghai)Co., Ltd.  

Phone: 021-67742578 67741937 

Fax: 021-67741776 

Website: www.kamoer.com  

Email: support@kamoer.com  

Postcode: 201611 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 

Appendix A parameters 

Drive Stepper motor 

Power 
Input：AC100-240V  

Output：DC24V  2.2A 

Weight 4.3Kg 

Size L299 x W152 x H244 mm 

Официальный представитель компании KAMOER в Республике Казахстан - Ecounit.kz
г. Нур-Султан, ул. Сембинова 11/3, 4 этаж, 13 кабинет, гостиница PORTA FORTUNA
+7 (705) 544-0000
www.ecounit.kz

Гарантия 1 год.
Дата покупки:

http://www.kamoer.com/
mailto:support@kamoer.com
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Temperature 0℃ to 50℃ 

Humility 10%–90% 

 

Appendix B packing list 

Item Part Description Quantit

y 
1 UIP peristaltic Machine pump 1 

2 Power wire 10A  AC250V 1 

3 User manual English 1 

 
 

Kamoer, Kamoer text and icons are registered trademarks of Kamoer Fluid Technology (Shanghai) 

Co., Ltd. The company reserves the right to make improvements and changes to the product's 

appearance and technical specifications without prior notice! 

 


